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Abstract
Cardiac magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provides a wealth of imaging biomarkers for cardiovascular disease care and segmen-
tation of cardiac structures is required as a first step in enumerating these biomarkers. Deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have demonstrated remarkable success in image segmentation but typically require large training datasets and provide suboptimal
results that require further improvements. Here, we developed a way to enhance cardiac MRI multi-class segmentation by com-
bining the strengths of CNN and interpretable machine learning algorithms. We developed a continuous kernel cut segmentation
algorithm by integrating normalized cuts and continuous regularization in a unified framework. The high-order formulation was
solved through upper bound relaxation and a continuous max-flow algorithm in an iterative manner using CNN predictions as in-
puts. We applied our approach to two representative cardiac MRI datasets across a wide range of cardiovascular pathologies. We
comprehensively evaluated the performance of our approach for two CNNs trained with various small numbers of training cases,
tested on the same and different datasets. Experimental results showed that our approach improved baseline CNN segmentation by
a large margin, reduced CNN segmentation variability substantially, and achieved excellent segmentation accuracy with minimal
extra computational cost. These results suggest that our approach provides a way to enhance the applicability of CNN by enabling
the use of smaller training datasets and improving the segmentation accuracy and reproducibility for cardiac MRI segmentation in
research and clinical patient care.
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1. Introduction
According to the World Health Organization, cardiovascu-
lar disease is a leading cause of death globally and accounted
for 17.9 million or 31% of global deaths in 2016 (Organiza-
tion, 2017). A major goal of cardiovascular disease research is5
to identify disease phenotypes, stratify disease risks, and de-
velop therapeutic interventions with an ultimate objective of
improving patient outcomes (Blankstein, 2012). Cardiac mag-
netic resonance imaging (MRI) provides unique advantages for
non-invasive evaluation of cardiac structural-functional infor-10
mation with exquisite soft tissue contrast, high spatial/temporal
resolution and no ionizing radiation (Wu, 2017). In particu-
lar, cardiac MRI provides a wealth of imaging biomarkers, in-
cluding but not limited to ejection fraction, myocardium mass,
chamber volume and wall thickness (Peng et al., 2016).15
To generate these imaging biomarkers and facilitate clini-
cal applications of cardiac MRI for patient care, automatic or
semi-automatic segmentation of cardiac structures is required.
However, cardiac MRI segmentation is particularly challenging
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(Zhuang, 2013) because of: 1) large shape variations of car- 20
diac structures; 2) high anatomical and geometric complexity;
3) image signal intensity inhomogeneity and weak boundaries;
4) motion/blood flow artefacts and partial volume effects; and
5) unbalanced size between cardiac structures. A number of
studies have contributed to single cardiac structure segmenta- 25
tion; here we aimed to simultaneously extract multiple struc-
tures from cardiac MRI, including the left ventricle cavity (LV),
left ventricle myocardium (Myo.), and right ventricle cavity
(RV).
1.1. Related Work 30
Expert manual segmentation is generally time-consuming,
tedious, expensive, and prone to observer variability. In the past
decades, a number of algorithms have been developed; most
of them employed thresholding, statistical shape/appearance
models, deformable models, graphical models, atlases, and 35
learning-based methods, as previously reviewed (Zhuang,
2013; Petitjean and Dacher, 2011; Petitjean et al., 2015). Al-
though promising, these methods provide limited generaliza-
tion capability mainly because they rely on hand-crafted shal-
low image features with limited representation/discrimination 40
capability (Shen et al., 2017; Dou et al., 2017; Litjens et al.,
2017; Tran, 2016).
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Recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNN) have
achieved remarkable success (Shen et al., 2017; Litjens et al.,
2017) in many medical image applications, including classifi-45
cation, segmentation, registration, and computer-aided diagno-
sis. The power of CNN mainly stems from the deep architec-
ture that discovers highly discriminative features through hi-
erarchical information abstraction (Shen et al., 2017; Litjens
et al., 2017; Zeiler and Fergus, 2014). Regarding cardiac MRI50
segmentation, Wolterink et al. (2016) employed a dilated CNN
trained on three orthogonal planes, and similar work was per-
formed by Mortazi et al. (2017). Tran (2016) adopted a fully
convolutional network (FCN) and explored transfer learning on
multiple cardiac MRI datasets. Yang et al. (2016) embedded55
feature extraction and label fusion into a CNN for atlas-based
segmentation. Payer et al. (2017) employed two CNNs: one
for ROI cropping and the other for region configuration learn-
ing. Rupprecht et al. (2016) used a CNN to predict a flow vec-
tor to guide the evolution of an active contour. Avendi et al.60
(2016) utilized a CNN for LV localization and a stacked auto-
encoder for LV shape inference followed by level-set refine-
ment. Similarly, Ngo et al. (2017) employed deep belief net-
works for LV detection and LV endo/epicardium rough segmen-
tation with level-set post-processing. Zheng et al. (2018) com-65
bined pre/post-processing and a segmentation consistency prior
with CNN. Other studies (Dou et al., 2017; Bai et al., 2018;
Khened et al., 2018; Oktay et al., 2018) performed cardiac MRI
segmentation by training CNNs in an end-to-end manner.
Deep learning using CNN presents several unique chal-70
lenges (Shen et al., 2017; Litjens et al., 2017), including the
requirements of large and diverse datasets, high quality ex-
pert manual annotations, computationally-intensive hardware
resources, and a lack of reproducibility and clear interpreta-
tion of the learned models. Numerous efforts have attempted to75
address these issues by designing CNN with advanced architec-
ture, incorporating expert domain knowledge and data pre/post-
processing techniques. Previous studies (Zheng et al., 2015;
Johnson et al., 2016; Chen et al., 2018) have highlighted the
advantages of combining CNN with straightforward machine80
learning techniques and task-specific knowledge to boost over-
all performance, and some of them have achieved great suc-
cess. For example, Chen et al. (2018) applied a Conditional
Random Field (CRF) on top of a CNN and achieved remark-
able improvements in natural image segmentation. Zheng et al.85
(2015) formulated CRF as a recurrent layer as a part of a sin-
gle unified CNN. In medical image segmentation, researchers
have investigated the combination of CNN with active contours
(Rupprecht et al., 2016), level-sets (Avendi et al., 2016; Ngo
et al., 2017), CRF (Dou et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018), graph90
cut (Dangi et al., 2018; Li et al., 2019) and continuous max-flow
(Guo et al., 2018).
1.2. Contributions
In this work, we proposed a way to address some of the is-
sues associated with CNN for cardiac MRI segmentation. We95
summarize our contributions as follows:
• We developed a continuous kernel cut segmentation
method combining normalized cut and image-grid con-
tinuous regularization to improve coarse and suboptimal
segmentation provided by CNNs on cardiac MRI data. 100
Normalized cut provides balanced partitioning without a
shrinking bias that is difficult to achieve using traditional
Potts or CRF models. Continuous regularization demon-
strates sub-pixel segmentation accuracy with low compu-
tational burden and high computational efficiency without 105
metrication errors. However, the unique properties of nor-
malized cut and continuous regularization have not been
studied for medical imaging applications. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first investigation of continuous
kernel cut for cardiac MRI segmentation. 110
• We utilized CNN coarse outputs to initialize the continu-
ous kernel cut model and designed image features exploit-
ing image signal intensity and spatial location information
to facilitate the segmentation. We developed a way to effi-
ciently optimize the high-order segmentation formulation 115
through upper bound linearization and convex relaxation
in the spatially continuous settings. We derived a novel
CNN-guided continuous max-flow model under a primal-
dual perspective and developed a computationally efficient
iterative continuous max-flow numerical solver with guar- 120
anteed algorithm convergence.
• We applied our approach for a standard U-net and a state-
of-the-art CNN trained with various small numbers of sub-
jects and tested it on the same and different datasets from
two representative cardiac MRI databases. We compre- 125
hensively evaluated the performance of our approach and
observed much improved segmentation accuracy and re-
duced segmentation variability compared with the baseline
CNN and other post-processing methods. Results suggest
that our approach provides a way to enhance the applica- 130
bility of CNN by utilizing smaller dataset/expert annota-
tions and improving the generalizability, which are criti-
cally required in research and clinical studies.
2. Methods
Figure 1 provides the workflow of the proposed cardiac MRI 135
multi-class segmentation algorithm. Briefly, we trained a U-
net and Isensee’s network (Isensee2017) (Isensee et al., 2017)
that provided excellent performance in a recent cardiac MRI
segmentation challenge (Bernard et al., 2018), and applied the
trained models to the test datasets to generate the labeling prob- 140
ability maps for region Rl, l ∈ L = {LV,Myo.,RV}. The
probability maps were used to initialize the continuous kernel
cut segmentation framework that is comprised of normalized
cut and image-grid continuous regularization. We linearized
the high-order normalized cuts term through upper bound re- 145
laxation. The upper bound relaxed normalized cuts formula-
tion and continuous regularization were solved using a con-
tinuous max-flow framework, which involved iterative maxi-
mization/minimization of max-flow variables and the labeling
function. Upon max-flow convergence, the optimal labeling 150
function was saved in a solution queue and was looped back
to re-initialize the continuous kernel cut formulation. The up-








Figure 1: Cardiac MRI multi-class segmentation workflow. Cardiac MR images were entered into a trained U-net that generated labeling probability maps for each
structure. The probability maps were used to initialize and guide a kernel cut segmentation module in an iterative continuous max-flow framework.
labeling function in the solution queue was used as the final seg-
mentation. The upper bound relaxation and continuous max-155
flow global optimization scheme provide guaranteed algorithm
convergence. In the following sections, we provide the details
of the main components of the segmentation algorithm in Fig.
1.
2.1. Baseline Convolutional Neural Network160
While many CNNs have been developed for medical image
segmentation, here we employed a widely-used standard 2D U-
net (Ronneberger et al., 2015) for the cardiac MRI multi-class
segmentation task. The contracting path consists of five blocks
each comprising two layers of 3×3 convolution filters and an165
exponential linear unit, followed by 2×2 max-pooling (stride =
2). The expanding path is symmetric with the contracting path
and consists of five blocks each comprising 2×2 up-sampling
(stride = 2), feature map concatenation from the corresponding
contracting path, and two 3×3 convolutional layers with expo-170
nential linear activation. The concatenation procedure provides
a way to combine abstract context information and correspond-
ing local image features to aid feature classification. The final
feature maps are processed by two 1×1 convolutional layers
followed by a softmax operation, resulting in pixel-wise proba-175
bility maps χl(x) ∈ [0, 1] for each class l ∈ L. In addition, we
employed the Isensee2017 (Isensee et al., 2017) that utilized an
ensemble of 2D and 3D U-nets with a deep supervision mech-
anism. The 2D and 3D U-nets were trained with five-fold cross
validation, and the resulting 10 models were used to generate180
10 sets of segmentation predictions, which were ensembled to
provide the final segmentation and probability maps.
2.2. CNN-guided Kernel Cut Segmentation Model
2.2.1. Continuous Kernel Cut Segmentation Formulation
We aimed to segment a cardiac MR image I(x), x ∈ Ω, into185
mutually disjoint regions Rl, l ∈ L. By virtue of graph the-
ory, the multi-class segmentation task can be achieved by way
of normalized cuts that minimize the fraction of cut cost to the
total edge connection between the segmented region and the
entire graph (Shi and Malik, 2000). Alternatively, normalized190
cuts can be equivalently interpreted as the ratio of total edge
connections within each segmentation region to that between
the segmentation and the entire image domain, as reflected by
the first term in Eq. (1). Previous studies have shown that nor-
malized cuts provide segmentation with balanced partitioning195
and are able to avoid isolated small segmentation regions (Shi
and Malik, 2000) with superior performance to graph cut and
GrabCut (Tang et al., 2018). Here we proposed a continuous
kernel cut segmentation model comprised of normalized cuts
and spatially continuous regularization for cardiac MRI multi- 200







+ α |∂Rl| , (1)





Y A(x, y) dydx, A is a symmetric matrix and
A(x, y) measures the similarity between the features at voxels x
and y; α |∂Rl| measures the total surface area of each segmen- 205
tation region weighted by α ≥ 0. Previous studies (Tang et al.,
2018) employed normalized cuts for natural image segmenta-
tion and the optimization problem was solved using graph cut
in the discrete domain. Although promising, it is well known
that discrete graph cut methods are limited by grid bias or 210
metrication error (Boykov and Kolmogorov, 2003) and extra
computational load is required to alleviate these issues (Klodt
et al., 2008). Here, for the first time we proposed a continuous
kernel cut segmentation model that combines normalized cuts
and spatially continuous regularization for cardiac MRI seg- 215
mentation. The proposed approach is fundamentally different
from the previous work (Tang et al., 2018) in that we investi-
gated the optimization problem in the continuous settings and
solved the complicated problem by means of convex relaxation.
In addition, we derived a CNN-guided continuous max-flow 220
model that differs from previous studies, for which we devel-
oped a computationally efficient continuous max-flow numeri-
cal solver under a primal and dual perspective. Compared with
discrete graph cut, the convex continuous optimization meth-
ods provide sub-pixel segmentation accuracy with lower com- 225
putational burden and higher computational efficiency without
metrication error (Yuan et al., 2010; Nieuwenhuis et al., 2013).
2.2.2. CNN-guided Continuous Kernel Cut Segmentation
We introduced the indicator function ul(x) for region Rl with
value of “1” for x ∈ Rl and “0” otherwise, i.e., ul(x) ∈ {0, 1}, for 230
the kernel cut-based segmentation formulation (1). In addition,
we utilized the baseline CNN segmentation probability maps
χl(x) to guide the continuous kernel cut segmentation model by
enforcing the “similarity” between the two sets of segmenta-
tion, e.g., ul(x) ≈ χl(x), for ∀x ∈ Rl. To this end, we derived a 235
deep learning-guided continuous kernel cut (DLKC) segmenta-
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|ul(x) − χl(x)| dx , s.t.
∑
l∈L
ul(x) = 1 , (2)
where ul and 1 (all-ones matrix) are vector indicator functions
of region Rl and the entire image domain, respectively; g(x)
weights the total variation-measured surface area of each region240
based on image contrast edges, e.g., g(x) := λ1 +λ2 ∗exp(−λ3 ∗
|∇I(x)|), where λ1,2,3 ≥ 0 are constants.
The DLKC segmentation formulation Eq. (2) gives rise to
a challenging optimization problem because of the high-order
normalized cuts, non-smooth total variation formulation and the245
absolute function terms (Yuan et al., 2010). In the next section,
we provide a way to efficiently solve the multi-class segmenta-
tion problem Eq. (2).
2.3. Efficient Optimization of Continuous Kernel Cut (2)
2.3.1. Upper Bound Relaxation of Continuous Kernel Cut (2)250
A non-linear function, including distribution matching, mo-
ment constraints and shape modeling, demonstrates outstanding
performance and has been widely used in various research ar-
eas including medical imaging. However, one of the main chal-
lenges associated with these non-linear functions is the result-255
ing difficult optimization. Bound optimization provides a gen-
eralized way to efficiently optimize any high-order non-linear
functions, including but not limited to the continuous kernel cut
model in Eq. (2), by alternatively tackling a simpler auxiliary
function of the original formulation, assuming that the auxiliary260
formulation is easier to optimize (Ayed et al., 2013). In general,
given any high-order formulation D(x), AD(x, xt) is the upper
bound (auxiliary) function of D(x) at given solution xt if:
D(xt) = AD(xt, xt) (3a)
D(x) ≤ AD(x, xt) . (3b)
The upper bound relaxation scheme (3a) and (3b) provides
a way to indirectly minimize D(x) by dealing with the sim-265
pler auxiliary function AD(x, xt) instead of D(x). For example,
the optimal solution xt+1 = arg minx AD(x, xt) also decreases
the energy of D(x)! The proof follows that: AD(xt+1, xt) ≤
AD(xt, xt) = D(xt) and D(xt+1) ≤ AD(xt+1, xt) following (3a)
and (3b), respectively. By implementing these steps iteratively,270
we can obtain a series of solutions {xt, xt+1, . . . , xt+n} that pro-
gressively decrease the energy of the original high-order formu-
lation D(x).
Proposition 1. Given the segmentation solution ûl, l ∈ L, the











Proof. The normalized cuts term in Eq. (2) is concave with
respect to ul by virtue of the negative definiteness of its Hes-
sian matrix. Therefore, given solution ûl, the normalized cuts







1Aûl . Through simple re-organization, we have: 280
ADl(ul, ûl) ≥ −
uTl Aul
1Aûl and ADl(ûl, ûl) = −
ûTl Aûl
1Aûl that satisfy (3a)
and (3b). 〈, 〉 denotes the inner product of two functions. There-
fore, Proposition 1 is proved.
Based on Proposition 1, we can conclude that the DLKC seg-











|ul(x) − χl(x)| dx , s.t.
∑
l∈L
ul(x) = 1 , (5)
2.3.2. Dual Optimization of the Upper-bound Relaxed Contin-
uous Kernel Cut (5)
Eq. (5) provides a way to deal with the simpler auxiliary
function AE(u, û) instead of E(u) in Eq. (2) to solve the multi-
class segmentation problem. However, direct optimization of 290
Eq. (5) is challenging because of the non-convex function
u(x) ∈ {0, 1}. By means of convex relaxation (Yuan et al., 2010),
the non-convex segmentation problem in Eq. (5) can be solved
by relaxing u(x) ∈ {0, 1} to convex sets [0, 1] as follows:
min
ul∈[0,1]
AE(u, û) , s.t.
∑
l∈L
ul(x) = 1 . (6)
In the following section, we provided an approach to efficiently 295
solve the convex relaxed continuous min-cut segmentation for-
mulation Eq. (6).
Based on the well established max-flow/min-cut theories
(Ford and Fulkerson, 1962), we proposed a CNN-guided con-
tinuous max-flow segmentation model that is mathematically 300
equivalent to the convex-relaxed min-cut segmentation formu-
lation in Eq. (6) without explicitly involving the non-smooth
total variation or the absolute difference terms. The proposed
continuous max-flow network is based on the previous flow
configuration {ps, ptl, ql}(x), which was described by Guo et al. 305
(2015, 2019). The CNN segmentation prediction prior was en-
coded in our flow network by adding an extra flow rl(x) (Fig. 1)
at each location x in each image domain Ωl, l ∈ L. We sought
to maximize the flow that is allowed to send through the flow-










rl · χl dx , (7)
subject to:
• Flow capacity constraints:
ptl(x) ≤ ADl(x), |ql(x)| ≤ g(x) and |rl(x)| ≤ β;
• Flow conservation constraints:
Gl(x) = (div ql − ps + ptl + rl)(x) = 0 ; 315
for ∀x ∈ Ω, l ∈ L.
Proposition 2. The CNN-guided continuous max-flow model
(7) is equivalent to the convex relaxed CNN-guided continuous
min-cut model (6):
(7) ⇐⇒ (6) .
4
Proof. We multiplied the labeling function ul(x) and the respec-320
tive flow conservation constraints Gl(x) associated with Eq. (7),
and added this term to Eq. (7). This gives the Lagrangian func-
















〈ul, div ql〉 + 〈ul, rl〉 − 〈χl, rl〉
}
, (8)
subject to the flow capacity and conservation constraints as-
sociated with Eq. (7). Similar to the previous analyses (Guo325
et al., 2016, 2017), maximization over unconstrained source
flow ps(x), constrained sink flow ptl(x), and spatial flow ql(x)
leads to the region layout constraint:
∑
l ul(x) = 1, the first and
second terms in Eq. (6) (derived from Eq. (5)), respectively.
The third term in Eq. (6), by virtue of conjugate representation330








rl · (ul − χl)dx .
Based on the above analyses, we have: Eqs. (7) ⇔ (8) ⇔ (6).
Therefore, Proposition 2 is proved.
2.3.3. A CNN-guided Kernel Cut-based Continuous Max-flow
Segmentation Algorithm335
Proposition 2 shows that, instead of dealing with the chal-
lenging continuous min-cut segmentation problem in Eqs. (5)
and (6), we can alternatively tackle the simpler continuous max-
flow formulation in Eq. (7) subject to a series of linear and con-
vex constraints. Following the Lagrangian theories (Bertsekas,340
1999), we derived an efficient numerical solver of Eq. (7) by













where c > 0 is a constant (Yuan et al., 2010).
The augmented Lagrangian function in Eq. (9) can be op-345
timized by splitting the whole optimization problem into a se-
ries of sub-problems. Each of the sub-problems tackles a single
variable of (ps, ptl, ql, rl)(x), and can be efficiently solved fol-
lowing the steps 7-11 in Algorithm 1. The details of the numeri-
cal implementation of Eq. (9) are similar to previous work (Guo350
et al., 2016, 2017). The max-flow algorithm was implemented
in parallel on a graphics processing unit (GPU) for speedup.
2.4. CNN-guided Continuous Kernel Cut Algorithm
The upper bound relaxation of Eq. (2) involves iterative im-
plementation of Eq. (5). The continuous max-flow numerical355
solver in Eq. (9) provides a way to solve the upper-bound re-
laxed kernel cut-based segmentation model in Eqs. (5) and (6)
with given solution û. With the help of Proposition 1, we de-
rived a CNN-guided continuous kernel cut segmentation Algo-
rithm 1 for the multi-class segmentation problem Eq. (2) as360
follows:
Algorithm 1 CNN-guided continuous kernel cut algorithm
1: Train CNN and generate segmentation probability maps χ;
2: Let j = 1 and start the jth upper-bound iteration as follows:
3: repeat
4: Compute the upper bound ADl(ul, ûl) following Eq. (4)
with given û (û = χ for j = 1);
5: Initialize (ps, ptl, ql, rl)(x) for k = 1 and start the kth
max-flow iteration as follows:
6: repeat
7: Maximize ql(x) using Chambolles gradient projec-













where τ is the projection step size (Chambolle, 2004);





















11: Update ul(x) by: uk+1l = u
k
l − c ·G
k+1
l ;
12: k ← k + 1;
13: until Convergence
14: û← u∗;
15: j← j + 1;
16: until Convergence
3. Experiments
3.1. Cardiac MRI Datasets
We applied the developed segmentation algorithm to two rep-
resentative cardiac MRI datasets: 365
3.1.1. Automated Cardiac Diagnosis Challenge (ACDC)
The ACDC dataset (Bernard et al., 2018) comprises 100
patients evenly distributed in 5 categories of well-defined
pathologies: normal condition, myocardial infarction, dilated
cardiomyopathy, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, and abnormal 370
right ventricle. 2D short axis cine images were acquired from
the base to the apex using a bSSFP sequence at 1.5T or 3.0T
under breath-hold conditions in a gated manner and stacked to
generate a 3D image (inplane voxel size = 0.7-1.9 mm2, slice
thickness = 5-10 mm, inter-slice gap = 5 mm (sometimes), 6-18 375
slices, 28-40 phases). For each patient, the 3D images at end-
diastole (ED) and end-systole (ES) were manually segmented
for LV, Myo., and RV by a single clinical expert as the refer-
ence segmentation.
3.1.2. UK BioBank (UKBB) 380
The UKBB dataset (Petersen et al., 2015) consists of a large
population of mainly healthy volunteers. 3D images covering
the LV and RV were generated by stacking a series of 2D cine
images acquired using a bSSFP sequence at 1.5T under breath-
hold and gated conditions (inplane voxel size = 1.8-2.3 mm2, 385
slice thickness = 8 mm, inter-slice gap = 2 mm (sometimes),
∼10 slices, 50 phases). Manual segmentation of LV, Myo., RV
was performed at ES and ED phases by 8 observers guided by
3 principal investigators. One hundred subjects were selected
for our algorithm segmentation (access application #2964). 390
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3.2. Algorithm Implementation
3.2.1. CNN Training and Testing
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the cardiac MRI multi-region
segmentation pipeline. We randomly selected 50, 10, and 40
subjects out of the 100 subjects in the UKBB datasets as the en-395
tire training, validation and testing datasets, respectively. The
ACDC dataset was divided in the same manner and the training,
validation and testing datasets consist of 10, 2 and 8 subjects re-
spectively from each of the 5 pathology categories. U-net and
Isensee2017 were trained from scratch on 6 occasions using 5,400
10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 subjects randomly selected (equal num-
ber in each pathology category for the ACDC dataset) from the
entire training dataset, while validation and testing were per-
formed on the same subjects in each dataset. We optimized the
configuration of the U-net in this work by varying: the num-405
ber of convolution levels (n=4, 5), batch normalization of the
input image (True, False), batch normalization of intermediate
features (True, False), activation function (ReLU, ELU), and
training loss (DSC, cross entropy). Among the resulting 32
models, we determined an optimal U-net with 5 convolution410
levels using batch normalization of the image and feature lay-
ers, ELU activation, and cross entropy loss. CNN training, val-
idation and testing were performed on a NVIDIA GPU (Tesla
P100, NVIDIA Corp., Santa Clara, CA, USA) and the trained
U-net model with the highest dice-similarity-coefficient (DSC)415
on the validation dataset was selected. For U-net training, the
initial number of feature channels was 32. The feature maps
were doubled and halved for the next layer in the contracting
and expanding paths, respectively. The network was trained
for 300 epochs each comprising 100 updates with a batch size420
of 2 subjects. Data augmentation including random rotation (-
60 to 60 degrees), translation (-60 to 60 pixels), scaling (0.7
to 1.3 times), and intensity alternations (0.7 to 1.3 times) was
performed. The network parameters were optimized using the
ADAM solver with a learning rate of 1×10−4. Isensee2017 was425
implemented using the default settings (Isensee et al., 2017).
3.2.2. CNN Coarse Outputs Post-processing
For each CNN (U-net and Isensee2017), the resulting 12
sets (6 sets for CNN trained on ACDC and tested on ACDC,
and 6 sets for CNN trained on UKBB and tested on UKBB)430
of segmentation and the associated inference probability maps
were post-processed using Matlab 2013a (The Mathworks, Inc.,
Natick, MA) and CUDA (CUDA v8.0, NVIDIA Corp., Santa
Clara, CA, USA) on a Linux Desktop (Ubuntu 14.04, Intel(R)
CPU i7-7770K, 4.2 GHz, 16G RAM) with a NVIDIA GPU435
(GeForce, GTX TITAN X, NVIDIA Corp., Santa Clara, CA,
USA).
We explored a number of different post-processing meth-
ods all initialized with U-net outputs, including: 1) continu-
ous max-flow (+CMF) as a counterpart of graph cut, 2) deep440
learning-guided continuous kernel cut without the similarity
prior (+nDLKC: β = 0 in Eq. (2)), 3) deep learning-guided
continuous kernel cut (+DLKC) in Eq. (2), 4) morphological
refinements (+Morph.) by keeping the largest connected com-
ponents and filling small holes, 5) fully connected CRF (+CRF)445
(Kamnitsas et al., 2017). For +CMF, the U-net output probabil-
ity maps χl(x), x ∈ Ω, l ∈ L, were used to generate the data
term in forms of
∫
Ω
−log(χl) · uldx; the regularization term was
based on image edge contrast g(x) as in Eq. (2) (please see
Guo et al. (2016) for CMF setup details). For +nDLKC, the 450
probability maps were used in the same manner as +DLKC in
Eq. (2). For both +DLKC and +nDLKC, the similarity ma-
trix A in Eq. (2) was generated using the k-nearest neighbour
(kNN) (i.e., A(x, y) = 1 if x is among the first K nearest neigh-
bours of y and 0 otherwise, where K is a positive integer). For 455
Isensee2017, we implemented +DLKC and +nDLKC to refine
the baseline segmentation. For both U-net and Isensee2017,
the post-processing methods were independently optimized for
the 12 sets of baseline segmentation using another 10 subjects
in each dataset that were not used for algorithm segmentation 460
performance evaluation. We note that K and β represent the
important parameters of the +DLKC algorithm in Eq. (2). In
general, greater K captures a larger neighbourhood and vice
versa; greater β leads to higher similarity between the initial
(χ) and final segmentation (u). For baseline CNN with high seg- 465
mentation accuracy (e.g., CNN trained and tested on the same
dataset with NTrS=20, 30, 40, 50), we utilized K = 5 to cap-
ture a relatively small neighbourhood and β = 10 to enforce
a high similarity between the baseline and final segmentation.
For moderate and fairly low baseline CNN accuracy (e.g., CNN 470
trained with NTrS=5, 10 and tested on the same dataset), we
used K = 10 to capture a larger neighbourhood and β = 5 to en-
force a lower similarity between the baseline and final segmen-
tation. In cases of fairly low baseline CNN performance (e.g.,
CNN trained with NTrS=5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and tested on dif- 475
ferent datasets), we used K = 10 and β = 0 to evolve the initial
CNN masks. Other parameters, including λ1, λ2, and λ3 that are
associated with g(x) in Eq. (2), are related to image edge con-
trasts and have less influence on algorithm optimization. For
+DLKC/nDLKC and +CMF, we optimized the edge regulariza- 480
tion term g(x) in Eq. (2) with {λ1, λ2, λ3} = {0.1, 10, 200} for the
ACDC and {λ1, λ2, λ3} = {0.05, 5, 200} for the UKBB dataset.
Other ways of using the continuous kernel cut module include
manual and atlas-based initializations. However, these meth-
ods are generally labor intensive, time-consuming, and provide 485
initializations that are inferior to CNN.
We also explored the generalizability of +nDLKC by train-
ing a U-net and Isensee2017 on one dataset and testing on the
other dataset. For both U-net and Isensee2017, we applied the 6
models trained on the ACDC dataset to the UKBB test dataset. 490
We refined the 6 sets of baseline CNN predictions using the
+nDLKC algorithms optimized for CNN training and testing
on the UKBB datasets. The same procedures were applied to
the 6 sets of predictions obtained by applying the 6 CNN mod-
els trained on the UKBB dataset to the ACDC test dataset. 495
3.3. Evaluation
3.3.1. Segmentation Accuracy
Algorithm segmentation masks provided by baseline CNN
(U-net and Isensee2017), and the combination of baseline
CNN and different post-processing methods (Sec. 3.2.2) were 500
compared with expert manual outputs using DSC, average
symmetric surface distance (ASSD), and Hausdorff distance
(HD) (Bai et al., 2018) for LV, Myo., and RV. DSC mea-
sures the overlap ratio of algorithm and manual segmentation
6
with 0 denoting no overlap and 1 perfect overlap, i.e., DSC505








p∈∂Rm d(p, ∂Ra)}, where d(p, ∂Rm) represents the mini-
mal distance from a point p to surface ∂Rm, and
∣∣∣∂Ra,m∣∣∣ is
the number of points that comprise ∂Ra,m. HD is defined as:
max(maxp∈∂Ra d(p, ∂Rm),maxp∈∂Rm d(p, ∂Ra)), which measures510
the extreme distance between two surfaces.
3.3.2. Continuous Kernel Cut Segmentation Improvements
For each set of the baseline U-net (12 sets for training and
testing on the same dataset and 12 sets for training and test-
ing on different dataset) and Isensee2017 (12 sets for train-515
ing and testing on the same dataset and 12 sets for train-
ing and testing on different dataset) segmentation/predictions,
we calculated the percent improvement (PI) in the mean and
standard deviation (SD) of segmentation accuracy provided by
+DLKC/nDLKC. We calculated PI as: PI = M+pp−McnnMcnn ∗ 100%,520
where Mcnn and M+pp represent the mean and SD of segmenta-
tion accuracy provided by baseline CNN and +DLKC/nDLKC,
respectively. Paired t-tests were performed for statistical com-
parison of +DLKC/nDLKC vs baseline U-net and Isensee2017.
Normality of data was determined using Shapiro-Wilk tests and525
when significant, the Mann-Whitney U tests for nonparamet-
ric data were performed. In addition, the influence of base-
line U-net and Isensee2017 outputs on the continuous ker-
nel cut (+DLKC/nDLKC) refinement was determined using
Pearson correlation coefficient (r) between baseline CNN and530
+DLKC/nDLKC post-processing accuracy measurements. All
statistics were performed using GraphPad Prism v7.00 (Graph-
Pad Software, San Diego, CA). Results were considered statis-
tically significant when the probability of making a type I error
was less than 5% (p < 0.05).535
3.3.3. Computation Time
The computational efficiency of our segmentation framework
was determined using the runtime required by CNN training,
CNN testing, and post-processing.
4. Results540
4.1. Image Features for Continuous Kernel Cut
Figure 2 provides examples for visualization of the voxel-
to-voxel similarity matrix A in Eq. (2) using features of im-
age signal intensity only, e.g., f (x) = {I(x)}, and the combina-
tion of signal intensity and pixel coordinate information, e.g.,545
f (x) = {I(x), ωX(x), ωY(x), ωZ(x)}, where ω was 0.02 for the
ACDC and 0.2 for the UKBB dataset. The initial segmenta-
tion was provided in the forms of user seeds (for illustration
only) and CNN predictions in cyan, and the voxels that were
“similar” to the initial segmentation under the kNN criteria550
were highlighted in yellow. Figure 2 shows that image features
f (x) = {I(x)} resulted in scattered neighbours that were used
to generate the final segmentation and a large portion of the
neighbours were outside the myocardium. In contrast, features
f (x) = {I(x), ωX(x), ωY(x), ωZ(x)} compensated for image sig-555
nal intensity inhomogeneity and led to a spatially more compact
distribution of the neighbours.





Figure 2: Pixel labeling probability with given initial segmentation using K-
nearest neighbour kernel. Top and bottom rows shows neighbouring pixels
(yellow) of initial segmentation (cyan) in the forms of user seeds (left col-
umn) and U-net predictions (right column) using features of f (x) = {I(x)} and
f (x) = {I(x), ωX(x), ωY(x), ωZ(x)}, respectively. U-net prediction (cyan dots)
was generated by down-sampling the original U-net prediction by a factor of
five for better visualization
.
4.2. Representative Segmentation and Algorithm Refinements
Figure 3A shows a representative cardiac MR image with
heterogeneous image signal intensities and the continuous ker- 560
nel cut segmentation iterations (Iter.). Intermediate segmenta-
tion results are shown for myocardium in Fig. 3B-F with kernel
cut inputs (CNN prediction used for Iter.=1 in B) in cyan and
outputs in yellow. Similarly, Fig. 3H-L shows RV segmentation
(U-net results used for Iter.=1 in H) and the kernel cut segmen- 565
tation energy through iterations in G). For this example, seg-
mentation converged within 30 iterations. Figure 4 shows rep-
resentative segmentation of basal to apical slices in 2D and the
entire volume rendered in 3D for a patient in the ACDC dataset.
Figure 5 provides examples of problematic U-net initial seg- 570
mentation, as indicated by white circles, and the improved out-
comes achieved using +DLKC. Figure 5A shows the LV cav-
ity was substantially under-segmented, which would affect LV
cavity volume and dimension quantification. Although there
was decent overlap between baseline U-net and manual seg- 575
mentation of the myocardium as shown in Fig. 5B, the edge lo-
calization error may affect regional myocardium wall thickness
measurements. However, these issues were much improved by
+DLKC that explicitly enforces the similarity of image features
within each class and encourages the alignment between seg- 580
mentation boundaries and image edges. The U-net segmenta-
tion leakage in Fig. 5C may be partially improved by remov-
ing the small isolated islands but the large false positive region
connected to the RV cannot be easily removed using morpho-
logical operations. In addition, it is not uncommon to observe 585
false positive regions that are larger than the target objects and
morphological operations do not generalize well for these sit-
uations. In contrast, our approach provides a generalized way
that integrates human prior and well-defined mathematical for-
mulations to refine and improve CNN coarse outputs. 590
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Figure 3: Cardiac MR image signal intensity inhomogeneity and +DLKC segmentation iterations. A) Cardiac MR image signal intensity inhomogeneity. B-F)
+DLKC myocardium segmentation initialized by U-net prediction (cyan in B) and refined by DLKC (yellow) through iterations. G) +DLKC RV segmentation
energy through iterations (H-L) using U-net initialization (cyan in H) and DLKC refinement (yellow). Purple contours represent manual segmentation and cyan
contours indicate +DLKC refinements of previous outcomes (yellow) at each iteration (Iter.).
A B
Figure 4: Representative cardiac MRI LV, Myo., and RV segmentation results. +DLKC segmentation results are shown in 2D basal-to-apical slices in A) and
rendered in 2D and 3D views in B). Purple and yellow contours represent manual and +DLKC segmentation, respectively.
A B C
Figure 5: Sub-optimal U-net segmentation (cyan), +DLKC improvements (yel-
low), and manual segmentation (purple). White circles indicate problematic
U-net coarse segmentation and improvements yielded by +DLKC.
4.3. Continuous Kernel Cut Overall Accuracy Improvements:
CNN Trained and Tested on The Same Datasets
Table 1 shows the percent improvements (PI) in the mean
of the segmentation accuracy achieved by +DLKC vs base-
line U-net for U-net trained with various number of training595
subjects (NTrS). For U-net trained (NTrS=5) and tested on
the ACDC dataset, +DLKC improved baseline U-net DSC by
{1.1%, 1.4%, and 1.3%}, ASSD by {47.2%, 54.0%, and 49.7%},
and HD by {67.6%, 73.2%, and 60.4%} for {LV, Myo., and RV}.
For U-net trained (NTrS=5) and tested on the UKBB dataset, 600
+DLKC slightly decreased DSC by 0.1-0.4% but substantially
improved ASSD by 7.0-19.5% and HD by 11.6-47.8%. For
both cases, we observed greater algorithm improvements for
moderate baseline U-net results and lower improvements when
the baseline U-net accuracy was high (Table 1 and supplemen- 605
tary Table S5). For example, +DLKC improved DSC by -
0.3-0.5%, ASSD by 7.1-23.8%, and HD by 27.3-32.7% on the
ACDC dataset for NTrS=20; +DLKC slightly decreased DSC
by 0.3-0.7%, ASSD by 3.7-4.0%, but improved HD by 2.6-
8.4% on the ACDC dataset for NTrS=50. 610
Table 2 provides the improvements of using +DLKC for
Isensee2017 trained with various NTrS. For the ACDC test
dataset, +DLKC improved DSC by 1.1-9.0%, ASSD by 11.1-
32.8%, and HD by 16.2-28.3% for NTrS=5; +DLKC improved
DSC by 0.0-0.1%, ASSD by -0.3-1.2%, and HD by 0.3-2.1% 615
for NTrS=20; +DLKC improved DSC by 0.0-0.1%, ASSD by
0.1-2.5%, and HD by 0.1-1.6% for NTrS=50. Similar results
were obtained for Isensee2017 trained and tested on UKBB.
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Table 1: Improvements (%) in the mean of segmentation accuracy using +DLKC/nDLKC vs baseline U-net for a U-net trained with 5, 20 and 50 subjects from the
same and different datasets (NTrS: number of training subjects)
ACDC (Trained on ACDC) UKBB (Trained on UKBB) ACDC (Trained on UKBB) UKBB (Trained on ACDC)
NTrS Metrics LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV
5
DSC 1.1 1.4 4.3 -0.1 -0.4 -0.3 15.0 5.0 15.6 1.2 2.5 1.8
ASSD 47.2 54.0 49.7 17.7 19.5 7.0 20.1 24.7 14.6 60.9 68.1 50.0
HD 67.6 73.2 60.4 44.4 47.8 11.6 36.2 12.7 16.6 75.1 83.1 46.4
20
DSC 0.1 -0.3 0.5 0.0 -0.5 0.0 2.6 3.4 3.6 -0.2 0.1 0.0
ASSD 9.7 7.1 23.8 10.3 28.1 29.7 28.5 27.6 18.1 25.0 35.0 26.2
HD 31.7 27.3 32.7 23.5 33.7 24.6 27.2 19.2 22.7 42.0 52.7 30.6
50
DSC -0.3 -0.7 0.5 0.0 -0.6 -0.1 6.5 2.2 5.0 -0.1 0.2 0.9
ASSD -4.0 -3.7 12.6 33.7 17.6 7.5 27.0 11.0 32.2 30.8 25.7 37.7
HD 2.6 8.4 18.4 60.3 45.0 20.7 30.4 4.7 15.0 43.6 39.4 36.0
Table 2: Improvements (%) in the mean of segmentation accuracy using +DLKC/nDLKC vs baseline Isensee2017 for Isensee2017 trained with 5, 20 and 50
subjects from the same and different datasets (NTrS: number of training subjects)
ACDC (Trained on ACDC) UKBB (Trained on UKBB) ACDC (Trained on UKBB) UKBB (Trained on ACDC)
NTrS Metrics LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV
5
DSC 1.1 1.3 9.0 -0.1 -0.3 0.9 2.9 5.6 12.6 1.1 0.6 19.6
ASSD 11.1 19.3 32.8 -1.2 3.5 10.0 17.3 26.7 29.3 9.7 11.8 34.6
HD 16.2 22.9 28.3 -1.2 1.0 4.7 21.4 24.9 16.3 17.6 17.6 30.3
20
DSC 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.8 4.4 5.9 -0.1 -0.7 4.6
ASSD -0.3 0.4 1.2 0.5 1.7 0.7 12.5 24.9 19.0 1.6 6.8 24.1
HD 0.3 2.1 0.7 0.8 1.6 0.5 17.3 23.8 10.7 4.9 4.1 19.1
50
DSC 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 1.8 3.4 2.4 -0.2 -0.7 2.4
ASSD 0.1 0.2 2.5 0.4 2.0 0.5 12.6 19.7 11.8 1.0 1.7 16.7
HD 0.1 1.4 1.6 0.4 0.8 0.4 17.9 21.8 3.6 1.4 2.2 14.1
Supplementary Table S1 provides the details of the segmen-
tation accuracy achieved by baseline U-net and Isensee2017620
and various post-processing methods for CNN trained
(NTrS=5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) and tested on the ACDC dataset.
For example, for U-net trained with 20 subjects, +DLKC
yielded DSC of {0.931±0.06, 0.863±0.06, 0.870±0.10}, ASSD
of {1.27±0.82 mm, 1.37±0.64 mm, 2.35±1.98 mm}, and HD of625
{4.0±2.7 mm, 5.6±3.4 mm, 9.8±7.1 mm} for {LV, Myo., RV}.
In contrast, the baseline U-net generated DSC of {0.930±0.06,
0.866±0.06, and 0.865±0.11}, ASSD of {1.41±1.05 mm,
1.47±0.94 mm, and 3.09±4.38 mm}, and HD of {5.8±6.8 mm,
7.8±8.3 mm, and 14.6±18.4 mm}, for {LV, Myo., RV}, re-630
spectively. As shown in supplementary Table S1 and S2,
we obtained DSC of {0.928±0.03, 0.856±0.03, 0.891±0.04},
ASSD of {1.27±0.46 mm, 1.21±0.34 mm, 2.06±0.95 mm},
and HD of {3.6±1.7 mm, 4.4±1.4 mm, 7.9±3.3 mm}, for {LV,
Myo., RV} using U-net+DLKC for U-net trained (NTrS=50)635
and tested on the UKBB dataset. We achieved DSC of
{0.935±0.05, 0.879±0.04, 0.888±0.09} for {LV, Myo., RV} us-
ing U-net+DLKC for training (NTrS=50) and testing on the
ACDC dataset. These accuracy results are higher than base-
line U-net. In most but not all the experiments in supplemen-640
tary Table S1 and S2, we observed higher segmentation ac-
curacy using +DLKC vs +nDLKC, +CMF, and U-net alone.
We did not observe much difference between +Morph. and
baseline U-net, and in some cases, we obtained worse results.
Examples include incorrect removal of target objects that are645
smaller than false positive regions outside and the inability to
remove false positive areas that are connected to the target ob-
ject as shown in Fig. 5C. We obtained overall segmentation
accuracy boosts with +CRF but the improvements were much
lower than +DLKC in general as shown in supplementary Ta-650
ble S1 and summarized in supplementary Table S11. For exam-
ple, +DLKC yielded DSC of 0.797±0.16, ASSD of 3.48±2.76
mm, and HD of 13.3±9.6 mm for RV vs DSC=0.760±0.21,
ASSD=4.25±4.00 mm, and HD=14.6±11.1 mm provided by
+CRF for U-net trained (NTrS=10) and tested on the ACDC 655
dataset.
For Isensee2017, supplementary Table S1 shows that base-
line DSC = {0.871±0.15, 0.816±0.12, 0.673±0.28}, ASSD =
{1.71±1.67 mm, 1.82±1.42 mm, 4.51±3.85 mm}, and HD =
{6.0±6.7 mm, 8.4±6.9 mm, 18.2±12.2 mm} for {LV, Myo., and 660
RV} for training (NTrS=5) and testing on the ACDC dataset.
With the help of +DLKC, the segmentation accuracy was
increased to DSC = {0.881±0.13, 0.827±0.10, 0.733±0.23},
ASSD = {1.52±1.36 mm, 1.47±0.82 mm, 3.03±2.43 mm}, and
HD = {5.0±5.5 mm, 6.5±5.3 mm, 13.1±8.4 mm} for {LV, Myo., 665
and RV}. Similarly, for Isensee2017 trained (NTrS=10) and
tested on the UKBB dataset as shown in supplementary Ta-
ble S2, +DLKC boosted: DSC from {0.916±0.07, 0.852±0.06,
0.855±0.11} to {0.919±0.06, 0.850±0.05, 0.863±0.09}, ASSD
from {1.40±0.85 mm, 1.41±0.98 mm, 2.48±1.51 mm} to 670
{1.37±0.71 mm, 1.34±0.75 mm, 2.30±1.21 mm}, and HD from
{3.9±1.8 mm, 5.3±3.0 mm, 10.0±5.7 mm} to {3.7±1.6 mm,
5.0±2.2 mm, 9.3±4.9 mm} for {LV, Myo., and RV}. Similar to
U-net, we observed greater improvements for moderate base-
line Isensee2017 accuracy (e.g., NTrS=5, 10), and lower im- 675
provements towards minimal differences for high (NTrS=20,
30, 40, 50) baseline Isensee2017 performance for Isensee2017
trained and tested on the same datasets.
We refer readers to Table 1 and 2 for the details of PI in the
mean of segmentation accuracy provided by +DLKC vs base- 680
line U-net and Isensee2017. Figure 6 and 7 depict the distri-
bution of the 6 sets (NTrS=5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) of segmenta-
tion accuracy yielded by baseline U-net, U-net+DLKC, base-
line Isensee2017, and Isensee2017+DLKC for CNN trained
and tested on the same dataset. We observed general trend 685
of higher baseline segmentation accuracy when NTrS was in-
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Table 3: Improvements (%) in the SD of segmentation accuracy using +DLKC/nDLKC vs baseline U-net for a U-net trained with 5, 20 and 50 subjects from the
same and different datasets (NTrS: number of training subjects)
ACDC (Trained on ACDC) UKBB (Trained on UKBB) ACDC (Trained on UKBB) UKBB (Trained on ACDC)
NTrS Metrics LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV
5
DSC 8.6 8.5 13.5 5.6 0.8 -1.9 12.1 30.2 14.4 22.1 17.0 11.0
ASSD 53.0 77.1 57.8 59.5 60.0 25.0 -25.7 58.5 40.2 84.3 83.8 67.6
HD 69.2 72.5 61.4 84.8 80.8 36.3 10.1 38.3 28.9 89.4 91.7 58.8
20
DSC 5.2 3.4 5.5 5.1 0.3 2.1 7.8 14.8 8.9 5.8 2.5 1.7
ASSD 22.4 31.5 54.8 37.9 76.6 79.7 70.7 61.0 30.9 67.2 72.1 62.4
HD 59.9 58.9 61.6 57.8 74.7 60.8 50.6 36.9 19.1 81.4 85.7 54.2
50
DSC 1.7 1.3 9.7 2.7 2.8 4.6 4.7 24.1 16.6 3.3 1.2 10.1
ASSD 4.0 6.3 38.6 73.3 72.2 14.4 17.6 -4.6 68.6 69.1 72.0 74.5
HD 27.7 47.3 26.0 85.0 85.1 51.4 41.5 17.3 41.4 75.3 78.9 68.4
Table 4: Improvements (%) in the SD of segmentation accuracy using +DLKC/nDLKC vs baseline Isensee2017 for Isensee2017 trained with 5, 20 and 50 subjects
from the same and different datasets (NTrS: number of training subjects)
ACDC (Trained on ACDC) UKBB (Trained on UKBB) ACDC (Trained on UKBB) UKBB (Trained on ACDC)
NTrS Metrics LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV LV Myo. RV
5
DSC 13.4 15.8 17.3 12.5 9.6 28.3 9.3 14.7 9.4 6.5 11.7 10.2
ASSD 18.3 41.9 37.0 21.8 24.9 40.9 22.0 42.0 35.1 22.4 63.2 47.5
HD 17.8 23.1 30.9 23.3 12.1 29.2 28.6 30.6 27.9 37.6 53.1 44.0
20
DSC 1.2 0.6 0.9 0.5 0.0 0.4 12.9 19.9 5.0 9.7 -3.6 24.0
ASSD 2.5 3.1 2.5 4.0 6.0 1.3 33.0 55.3 30.2 10.6 37.4 42.2
HD -1.3 2.5 1.0 -0.2 7.7 3.7 40.7 38.5 28.6 18.0 21.9 34.0
50
DSC 0.5 0.0 1.4 0.5 0.5 1.5 13.7 20.8 6.0 1.3 -4.4 18.0
ASSD 1.8 -1.2 6.6 1.6 4.2 0.3 13.1 38.0 26.9 5.2 14.5 29.9
HD 1.4 1.5 1.6 0.2 -0.1 -0.3 15.1 24.1 24.3 4.8 16.5 32.7
creased. The PI in the mean of segmentation accuracy was
greater for moderate (e.g., NTrS=5, 10) baseline CNN accu-
racy, and lower for high (e.g., NTrS=40, 50) baseline accu-
racy for U-net and Isensee2017 trained and tested on the same690
datasets.
4.4. Continuous Kernel Cut Overall Accuracy Improvements:
CNN Trained and Tested on Different Datasets
Table 1 also shows the PI in the mean of the segmentation ac-
curacy provided by +nDLKC for a U-net trained on one dataset695
and tested on the other dataset. For example for U-net trained
on the UKBB and tested on the ACDC database, +nDLKC
yielded PI of 5.0-15.6% in DSC, 14.6-24.7% in ASSD, and
12.7-36.2% in HD for NTrS=5. Slightly lower but substan-
tial boosts were observed as NTrS increases, e.g., PI was 2.2-700
6.5% for DSC, 11.0-32.2% for ASSD, and 4.7-30.4% for HD
for NTrS=50. Similar trend was observed for U-net trained
on the ACDC (NTrS=5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) and tested on the
UKBB dataset. We observed lower improvements in DSC (to-
wards minimal PI for NTrS=20, 30, 40, 50) but substantially705
greater boosts in ASSD and HD compared with U-net trained
on the UKBB and tested on the ACDC dataset. For example,
+nDLKC improved baseline U-net by -0.1-0.9% in DSC, 25.7-
37.7% in ASSD, and 36.0-43.6% in HD for NTrS=50. For U-
net, we observed generally greater improvements in DSC in the710
ACDC test dataset compared with UKBB, and greater boosts
in ASSD/HD in the UKBB test dataset compared with ACDC.
Interestingly, while +Morph. and +CRF failed to improve the
baseline U-net results, +nDLKC yielded substantial improve-
ments as shown in supplementary Table S3 and S4.715
Isensee2017 segmentation results for training and testing on
different datasets are shown in supplementary Table S3 and S4.
The segmentation performance boosts achieved using +nDLKC
are summarized in Table 2. For example for Isensee2017
trained on the UKBB (NTrS=50) and tested on the ACDC 720
dataset, +nDLKC improved baseline DSC by 1.8-3.4%, ASSD
by 11.8-19.7%, and HD by 3.6-21.8%. For Isensee2017 trained
on the ACDC (NTrS=50) and tested on the UKBB dataset,
+nDLKC yielded PI of -0.7-2.4% in DSC, 1.0-16.7% in ASSD,
and 1.4-14.1% in HD. For Isensee2017 trained on ACDC and 725
tested on UKBB, PI was greater for RV compared with LV and
Myo..
Figure 8 and 9 depict the distribution of the 6 sets (NTrS=5,
10, 20, 30, 40, 50) of segmentation accuracy yielded by base-
line U-net, baseline Isensee2017, and their combination with 730
+nDLKC for CNN trained and tested on different datasets. Sup-
plementary Table S3 and S4 provide the details of segmentation
accuracy achieved using U-net, Isensee2017, and the combi-
nation with various post-processing methods for CNN trained
(NTrS=5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) and tested on different datasets. 735
For U-net trained on UKBB (NTrS=50) and tested on ACDC,
baseline DSC = {0.644±0.26, 0.538±0.24, 0.564±0.28}, ASSD
= {5.98±5.03 mm, 6.18±5.03 mm, 9.88±13.59 mm}, and HD
= {22.5±16.8 mm, 26.9±15.9 mm, 28.7±18.9 mm} for {LV,
Myo., RV}. The baseline U-net results were substantially 740
improved to DSC = {0.686±0.25, 0.550±0.18, 0.592±0.24},
ASSD = {4.37±4.15 mm, 5.50±5.26 mm, 6.70±4.27 mm},
and HD = {15.6±9.8 mm, 25.6±13.1 mm, 24.4±11.1 mm} for
{LV, Myo., RV} with the help of +nDLKC. For Isensee2017
trained on UKBB (NTrS=50) and tested on ACDC, +nDLKC 745
improved the DSC from {0.844±0.20, 0.754±0.16, 0.701±0.28}
to {0.859±0.17, 0.779±0.12, and 0.718±0.26}, ASSD from
{1.96±1.48 mm, 2.18±1.51 mm, 3.31±2.29 mm} to {1.72±1.28
mm, 1.75±0.94 mm, 2.92±1.67 mm}, and HD from {6.1±5.5
mm, 9.4±8.3 mm, 13.6±8.4 mm} to {5.0±4.6 mm, 7.4±6.3 mm, 750
13.1±6.4 mm} for {LV, Myo., RV}. Similar results for U-net
and Isensee2017 trained on ACDC and tested on UKBB are
obtained as shown in supplementary Table S4. For these fairly
10
Figure 6: ACDC dataset segmentation results combining U-net/Isensee2017 and +DLKC (U-net and Isensee2017 trained on the ACDC training subjects). Box
and whisker plots (box = 25-75th percentile; horizontal line = median; whisker = 10-90th percentile) from the top to bottom rows are shown for the distributions of
DSC, ASSD, and HD for LV, Myo., and RV from left to right.
low baseline CNN accuracies, we achieved much higher PI by
incorporating +nDLKC.755
For all the experiments in Sec. 4.3 and 4.4, we achieved sub-
stantially improved segmentation accuracy with much reduced
differences in segmentation performance (Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9)
within and between the ACDC and UKBB test datasets using
+DLKC/nDLKC. In contrast, we did not observe much bene-760
fit using +Morph. and only partial improvements using +CRF
that were substantially lower than +DLKC/nDLKC for a U-net
trained and tested on the same and different datasets, as shown
in supplementary Table S1, S2, S3 and S4.
4.5. Reduced Segmentation Variability765
For all the experiments, we achieved reduced segmentation
variability (Table 3 and 4) and more consistent results within
and between experiments. As shown in Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9, for
U-net the 25-75th and 10-90th percentiles for all the experiments
were generally narrower for +DLKC/nDLKC compared with770
baseline U-net. For Isensee2017, the 25-75th and 10-90th per-
centiles were narrower for Isensee2017 trained with NTrS=5,
10 and tested on the same dataset (Figs. 6 and 7), and much nar-
rower for Isensee2017 trained and tested on different datasets
(Figs. 8 and 9). 775
Quantitatively, the standard deviation (SD) was lower with
the help of continuous kernel cut, as shown in supplementary
Table S1, S2, S3 and S4. For the ACDC dataset (supplementary
Table S1), SD of Myo. was reduced from 4.07 mm to 0.93 mm
and from 3.80 mm to 0.99 mm by +DLKC for U-net trained 780
with 5 and 10 subjects, respectively. Similarly, SD of Myo. was
reduced from 1.42 mm to 0.82 mm and from 1.00 mm to 0.60
mm by +DLKC for Isensee2017 trained with 5 and 10 subjects,
respectively. Very similar results were observed for ASSD and
HD, and for U-net and Isensee2017 trained and tested on the 785
same and other datasets (supplementary Table S1, S2, S3 and
S4).
In addition, baseline U-net yielded lower accuracy when
more subjects were used and this issue was mitigated using
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Figure 7: UKBB dataset segmentation results combining U-net/Isensee2017 and +DLKC (U-net and Isensee2017 trained on the UKBB training subjects). Box
and whisker plots (box = 25-75th percentile; horizontal line = median; whisker = 10-90th percentile) from the top to bottom rows are shown for the distributions of
DSC, ASSD, and HD for LV, Myo., and RV from left to right.
+DLKC/nDLKC. For example, supplementary Table S1 shows790
that baseline U-net yielded ASSD of 2.20 mm and HD of 9.8
mm of RV for NTrS=50, which are higher than ASSD of 2.15
mm and HD of 9.3 mm for NTrS=40, but this issue was miti-
gated by +DLKC. Table S2 shows that ASSD of LV provided
by baseline U-nets was reduced from 1.41 mm to 1.35 mm for795
NTrS=40 and from 1.93 mm to 1.27 mm for NTrS=50. Simi-
larly, HD was improved from 4.1 mm to 3.8 mm for NTrS=40
and from 9.1 mm to 3.6 mm for NTrS=50.
Furthermore, +DLKC/nDLKC led to more consistent seg-
mentation accuracy across the experiments that utilized differ-800
ent numbers of training cases. For U-net trained and tested on
the ACDC dataset (supplementary Table S1), ASSD of Myo.
was {4.14, 2.90, 1.47, 1.28, 1.21, 1.17} mm (range=[1.17-4.14]
mm) for NTrS={5, 10, 20 ,30, 40, 50} subjects. The variabil-
ity and differences across the six sets of results were reduced805
as reflected by the refined ASSD of {1.90, 1.98, 1.37, 1.23,
1.24, 1.21} mm (range=[1.21-1.98] mm). For Isensee2017
trained on UKBB and tested on ACDC (supplementary Table
S3), ASSD of Myo. was {3.19, 3.24, 2.27, 2.50, 2.37, 2.18}
mm (range=[2.18-3.19] mm) for NTrS={5, 10, 20 ,30, 40, 50}. 810
These results were improved to {2.34, 2.22, 1.70, 1.96, 1.85,
1.75} (range=[1.75-2.34] mm), reducing the variability and dif-
ferences across the experiments using different NTrS. Similar
results were observed for ASSD and HD, and for Isensee2017
trained on ACDC and tested on UKBB (supplementary Table 815
S4).
4.6. Influence of CNN Initial Outputs
Supplementary Table S9 and S10 show the relationships of
segmentation accuracy provided by +DLKC/nDLKC and base-
line CNN for CNN trained and tested on the same and different 820
datasets. For the majority of the experiments, we observed sig-
nificant (p < 0.05) correlations between +DLKC/nDLKC and
baseline CNN segmentation accuracy measurements. This sug-
gests the influence of CNN initial outputs on the final segmen-
tation, which motivates us to generate better CNN outputs to 825
initialize the continuous kernel cut framework.
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Figure 8: ACDC dataset segmentation results combining U-net/Isensee2017 and +nDLKC (U-net and Isensee2017 trained on the UKBB training subjects). Box
and whisker plots (box = 25-75th percentile; horizontal line = median; whisker = 10-90th percentile) from the top to bottom rows are shown for the distributions of
DSC, ASSD, and HD for LV, Myo., and RV from left to right.
4.7. Computational Efficiency
Finally, our approach required approximately 6 hours for
U-net training, 2 s for U-net prediction, 0.5 s for CMF and
3.5 s for +DLKC/nDLKC post-processing for each subject.830
Isensee2017 required about ∼24 hours for training each of the
5 U-net models in the ensemble, and 10 s for inference per sub-
ject.
5. Discussion
Cardiac MRI provides a wealth of imaging biomarkers with835
great potential for cardiovascular disease diagnosis and use in
novel image-guided cardiac interventions. In this work, we de-
veloped and evaluated an automatic cardiac MRI segmentation
approach, and demonstrated: 1) improved segmentation accu-
racy and reduced segmentation variability with minimal extra840
computational burden; 2) the capacity of training CNN using
smaller training datasets and applying trained models to shifted
dataset; 3) the advantages of continuous kernel cut within a con-
tinuous max-flow segmentation framework and the first investi-
gation of this approach for cardiac MRI segmentation. 845
5.1. Continuous Kernel Cut vs Dense CRF and CMF
We achieved improved segmentation accuracy and reduced
segmentation variability with continuous kernel cut compared
with baseline U-net, and higher performance than dense CRF
as shown in supplementary Table S1, S2 and S11. CNN pro- 850
vides unparalleled capability to learn representative image fea-
tures and perform pixel-level labeling through feature classifi-
cation. However, it is well known (Zheng et al., 2015; Chen
et al., 2018; Kamnitsas et al., 2017) that CNN provides coarse
outputs, including non-sharp/non-smooth segmentation bound- 855
aries, object localization errors, small isolated regions or holes,
and spatial labeling inconsistency, leading to suboptimal re-
sults. A number of post-processing methods have been de-
veloped and some of them have demonstrated the capacity of
13
Figure 9: UKBB dataset segmentation results combining U-net/Isensee2017 and +nDLKC (U-net and Isensee2017 trained on the ACDC training subjects). Box
and whisker plots (box = 25-75th percentile; horizontal line = median; whisker = 10-90th percentile) from the top to bottom rows are shown for the distributions of
DSC, ASSD, and HD for LV, Myo., and RV from left to right.
improving CNN segmentation performance. We also imple-860
mented commonly used morphological operations and dense
CRF. Unfortunately, we observed little-to-no and sometimes
adverse effects on the U-net initial outputs using morphological
operations. Previous studies reported positive (Dou et al., 2017;
Zheng et al., 2015; Chen et al., 2018; Kamnitsas et al., 2017)865
and negative (Myronenko, 2018) effects using dense CRF post-
processing, and our observations were consistent with these
previous investigations. Recent studies (Veksler, 2019) showed
that dense CRF exploited local optimization and the results can
be far from optimum; perhaps this helps explain the previous870
and our current observations. In recognition of this issue, Vek-
sler (2019) proposed to use discrete graph cut to globally op-
timize the dense CRF model and achieved excellent results.
Other studies (Zheng et al., 2015) proposed to integrate a dense
CRF as a recurrent layer of a CNN but this requires heavier875
computational burden (Chen et al., 2018). Perhaps more im-
portantly, the resulting complex network structure may hinder
the interpretation of CNNs, which represents one of the major
obstacles in regulatory approvals and translation to clinical use
(Lee et al., 2017; Pesapane et al., 2018; ESR, 2019). 880
Here we explored well-established global optimization meth-
ods in the continuous settings to improve CNN initial coarse
segmentation. In addition, we employed normalized cuts for
feature clustering because of the unique properties of balanced
feature partitioning without a shrinking bias, which fundamen- 885
tally differ from Potts and dense CRF methods, with supe-
rior performance (Tang et al., 2018; Veksler, 2019). Dangi
et al. (2018) also employed deep learning, atlases, and dis-
crete graph cut for cardiac MRI left ventricle segmentation.
This approach (Dangi et al., 2018) employed a CNN for LV 890
centre detection for slice misalignment correction, atlas gen-
eration and registration to a target image, and iterative dis-
crete graph cut for refining the propagated atlas labels. Our
approach substantially differs from the previous work in that:
1) we utilized CNN segmentation probability maps to initial- 895
ize a continuous kernel cut model that is comprised of nor-
malized cuts and continuous regularization; and 2) we devel-
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oped a way to efficiently optimize the high-order segmentation
model through upper bound optimization and convex relaxation
within a spatially continuous max-flow framework, and demon-900
strated guaranteed algorithm convergence. For the experiments
using U-net and Isensee2017 trained and tested on the same
and different datasets, we observed overall improved segmen-
tation accuracy provided by +DLKC/nDLKC, compared with
baseline CNN. For U-net, the baseline segmentation was im-905
proved by +CMF and +DLKC/nDLKC because these methods
explicitly model neighbourhood dependencies and encourage
alignments between segmentation and image contrast edges,
which are favoured to generate clinically meaningful segmen-
tation. For example, +CMF yielded an average improvement910
of ∼8% in ASSD and ∼20% in HD for the 6 sets of U-net pre-
dictions on the ACDC test dataset, although there was slight
decrease in DSC (supplementary Table S1). In addition, we
previously combined U-net and CMF for dynamic cardiac MRI
series LV and Myo. segmentation and biomarker quantifica-915
tion (MICCAI, 2018). Among all participants in the challenge,
our approach (Guo et al., 2018) was one of the top three chal-
lenge winners (MICCAI, 2018). Compared with +CMF, here
we observed much greater overall improvements over baseline
U-net using +DLKC/nDLKC as shown in supplementary Ta-920
ble S1 and S2. This is consistent with the previously-observed
superiority of normalized cuts to graph cut or GrabCut (Tang
et al., 2018). This may be because of: 1) new image features
incorporating voxel spatial location information that compen-
sates for image signal intensity inhomogeneity; 2) the kernel925
A(x, y) in Eq. (2) in +DLKC/nDLKC that encodes the proxim-
ity of features at any two pixels; and 3) the normalized cuts term
that favors balanced partitioning without a shrinking effect, all
of which were very difficult to obtain with +CMF. Compared
with +nDLKC, we achieved up to 2-4% greater improvement930
in ASSD and HD using +DLKC for U-net trained and tested
on the same dataset (supplementary Table S1 and S2). This
may be because +DLKC enforced the similarity between U-net
initial predictions and algorithm outputs as a way of exploit-
ing CNN-learned deep features while +nDLKC utilized hand-935
crafted shallow image features with likely less discrimination
power. Note that we used +DLKC when the initial predictions
were reasonable, e.g., U-net and Isensee2017 trained and tested
on the same datasets. For fairly low initial CNN segmenta-
tion, e.g., U-net and Isensee2017 trained and tested on different940
datasets, we implemented +nDLKC and the results are shown
in supplementary Table S3 and S4. For all the experiments,
we observed overall significant (p<0.05) correlations (Table S9
and S10) between algorithm refined and initial CNN results for
DSC, ASSD and HD, suggesting the influence of CNN initial-945
ization on the final outputs. This motivates us to develop ways
to generate better CNN initial outputs. We are planning to em-
ploy Monte-Carlo dropout in CNN to generate a “mean” of U-
net predictions χ̄ and incorporate CNN uncertainty to further
boost the segmentation performance as our next step work.950
We achieved greater boosts in ASSD and HD compared
with DSC and sometimes slight decrease in DSC when using
+DLKC, as shown in Table 1 and 2 (details in Table S1, S2,
S3 and S4). This might be because: 1) U-net was optimized
for DSC on the validation dataset and Isensee2017 was trained955
using DSC loss, 2) manual segmentation was inconsistent in
the UKBB datasets as we observed and previously reported
(Zheng et al., 2018), 3) some slices (i.e., apex and base) were
segmented by algorithms but not by expert observers and vice
versa, 4) the baseline DSC is relatively high and DSC is less 960
sensitive than surface distance metrics (Zheng et al., 2018). Re-
gardless, the greater boosts in ASSD and HD suggest better
localization of image edges, spatial labeling consistency, and
smoothness of the final segmentation, which were identified
as critical by our clinical collaborators for clinically-relevant 965
imaging biomarker measurements such as myocardium wall
thickness.
5.2. Influences of Baseline CNN Segmentation Accuracy on
Continuous Kernel Cut Improvements
For the experiments in Sec. 4.3 and 4.4, we achieved 970
general trend of lower segmentation accuracy using U-
net, U-net+DLKC/nDLKC, compared with Isensee2017 and
Isensee2017+DLKC/nDLKC. This is not surprising as the U-
net we employed in this study represents a general CNN that
is widely used for various medical image segmentation tasks 975
(Isensee et al., 2019) whereas Isensee2017 was specifically op-
timized for cardiac MRI segmentation. In other words, the pro-
posed +DLKC/nDLKC framework combined with the widely
used U-net speaks to the utility of our approach for a variety of
applications. The differences between U-net and Isensee2017 980
segmentation accuracies were substantially minimized with
help of +DLKC/nDLKC. For U-net and Isensee2017 trained
and tested on the same datasets using relatively large training
cases (e.g., NTrS=20, 30, 40, 50) as shown in supplemen-
tary Table S1 and S2, we observed lower segmentation ac- 985
curacy provided by U-net and U-net+DLKC, compared with
Isensee2017 and Isensee2017+DLKC. However, these algo-
rithm results are comparable to multi-observer multi-occasion
expert manual segmentation (Sec. 5.3), which provides a ref-
erence for algorithm performance evaluation. For U-net and 990
Isensee2017 trained and tested on the same dataset using small
number of training subjects (e.g., NTrS=5, 10), we did observe
higher segmentation accuracy using U-net vs Isensee2017 in a
number of cases, e.g., DSC of RV for U-net trained (NTrS=5)
and tested on ACDC in Fig. 6; DSC, ASSD and HD of RV for 995
U-net trained (NTrS=5) and tested on UKBB in Fig. 7; DSC
of RV for U-net trained (NTrS=10) on UKBB and tested on
ACDC in Fig. 8; and DSC of RV for U-net trained (NTrS=5,
10) on ACDC and tested on UKBB in Fig. 9. For U-net and
Isensee2017 trained (e.g., NTrS=5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50) and 1000
tested on different datasets, which represents the vast major-
ity of applications of CNN in research and clinical settings,
we obtained fairly low baseline accuracy towards lower ac-
curacy for U-net vs Isensee2017. These baseline U-net and
Isensee2017 results were substantially improved and the differ- 1005
ences between U-net and Isensee2017 results were much re-
duced with the help of +DLKC/nDLKC (supplementary Ta-
ble S5 and S6). The lower segmentation accuracy provided
by U-net+DLKC/nDLKC vs Isensee2017+DLKC/nDLKC was
because of the lower initial performance provided by U-net 1010
vs Isensee2017, which is evidenced by the strong and signifi-
cant correlations between +DLKC/nDLKC and baseline CNN
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accuracy measurements (supplementary Table S9 and S10).
These results suggest the respective strengths of U-net and
Isensee2017.1015
Table 1, 2, 3, and 4 show that +DLKC/nDLKC yielded dif-
ferent degrees of improvements in the mean and SD of ini-
tial CNN segmentation accuracy. For example, in situations
when the initial CNN segmentation accuracy was high (e.g.,
U-net and Isensee2017 trained and tested on the same datasets1020
with NTrS= 20, 30, 40, 50), we achieved relatively low im-
provements. We think that the relatively low improvements are
because the baseline CNN segmentation accuracy is already
high and comparable to manual outcomes (Sec. 5.3), which
is difficult to surpass. The greater boost for U-net compared1025
with Isensee2017 may be because of the lower initial segmen-
tation accuracy provided by U-net vs Isensee2017. For initial
CNN segmentation with moderate accuracy (e.g., U-net and
Isensee2017 trained with NTrS=5, 10 training cases and tested
on the same datasets), we obtained substantial improvements1030
as shown in Table 1 and 2. In cases of initial CNN segmen-
tation with fairly low accuracy (e.g., U-net and Isensee2017
trained with NTrS=5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and tested on different
datasets), we obtained high percent improvements. We believe
that the latter two cases represent the vast majority of applica-1035
tions of CNNs in research and clinical settings in recognition
of the costs for curating large datasets, the efforts needed for
expert manual annotations, and the requirements of high-end
computational resources. However, these problems are inher-
ently challenging and, as expected, we achieved low segmen-1040
tation accuracy using baseline U-net and Isensee2017. Here
we developed a continuous kernel cut framework that provides
a way to effectively alleviate these critical issues, facilitating
broader applications of CNN for research and clinical applica-
tions. In particular, we demonstrated substantially improved1045
mean and SD of the baseline U-net and Isensee2017 segmen-
tation accuracy using +DLKC/nDLKC. Although the final seg-
mentation accuracy was lower than U-net/Isensee2017 trained
and tested on the same dataset using large training cases (sup-
plementary Table S1 and S2), we think that our approach con-1050
stitutes an important step towards solving these inherently dif-
ficult problems and enhancing the applicability of CNNs. We
think that the final segmentation performance may be further
improved by: 1) incorporating Monte-Carlo dropout and CNN
uncertainty to generate better initial segmentation, 2) ensem-1055
bling segmentation predictions provided by the same and dif-
ferent CNNs, 3) incorporating shape prior such as the circular
shape of LV and Myo., and 4) exploiting the relationships be-
tween ED and ES phases, which represent our future research
directions.1060
5.3. Improving Accuracy of CNNs Trained with Small Datasets
We obtained high percent improvements for U-net and
Isensee2017 trained with small numbers of subjects (e.g.,
NTrS=5, 10 as shown in Table 1 and 2 and supplementary Ta-
ble S1 and S2). It is well recognized that data-driven CNNs1065
require large and diverse datasets for training and do not work
well when the training dataset is small, which represents a ma-
jor obstacle that hampers the widespread use of CNNs (Lit-
jens et al., 2017). Although several large datasets are being
made publicly available, acquisition of relevant annotations re- 1070
quires a significant amount of effort, e.g., expert availability,
workload, cost, and annotation variability. In addition, the
lack of diversity in disease phenotypes represents another is-
sue. In this context, training CNNs with small datasets can
be beneficial and our approach represents an important step 1075
towards facilitating wider use of CNN for medical image ap-
plications. To provide an example, we achieved LV segmen-
tation DSC=0.921, ASSD=1.43 mm, and HD=3.9 mm for U-
net trained (NTrS=20) and tested on the UKBB dataset (sup-
plementary Table S2), which account for 98%, 73%, and 81% 1080
of the accuracy (DSC=0.940, ASSD=1.04 mm, HD=3.16 mm)
provided by a benchmark CNN using 3,975 training subjects
(Bai et al., 2018). Similarly, we obtained DSC of 0.870 for RV
using U-net+DLKC (NTrS=20), which accounts for 95.8% of
the accuracy (DSC= 0.908) yielded by Isensee2017 that used 1085
100 subjects for training.
For the UKBB and ACDC databases, we note that multi-
observer multi-occasion manual segmentation was performed
by experienced experts as a reference for algorithm perfor-
mance evaluation. For the UKBB dataset multi-observer multi- 1090
repetition manual segmentation (Bai et al., 2018), we com-
puted mean manual DSC={0.930, 0.876, 0.880}, ASSD={1.17
mm, 1.19 mm, 1.88 mm}, and HD={3.13 mm, 3.76 mm, 7.35
mm} for {LV, Myo., RV}. For ACDC (Bernard et al., 2018),
we derived mean expert manual segmentation DSC of {0.935, 1095
0.889, 0.912} for {LV, Myo., RV}. The highest algorithm seg-
mentation accuracy on the two datasets is higher than the re-
spective expert manual segmentation accuracy. For example,
Bai et al. (2018) reported algorithm DSC=0.940, ASSD=1.04
mm, and HD=3.16 mm for LV, which are higher than manual 1100
DSC=0.930, ASSD=1.17 mm, and HD=3.13 mm. Similarly,
Isensee2017 obtained algorithm DSC of 0.945 vs manual seg-
mentation DSC=0.935 for LV. We think studies that reported al-
gorithm segmentation accuracy that is higher than expert man-
ual outputs should be interpreted with caution. As shown in 1105
supplementary Table S1 and S2, for U-net and Isensee2017
trained and tested on the same dataset using relatively large
(NTrS=20, 30, 40 ,50) training datasets, we achieved algorithm
segmentation accuracy that is slightly lower than the highest
algorithm accuracy in the respective dataset. Note that the pre- 1110
vious studies (Bai et al., 2018; Isensee et al., 2017) trained and
tested CNNs on the same datasets using large numbers of train-
ing cases, and the accuracy results were measured on test sub-
jects that were different from our work. Regardless, our results
are comparable to expert manual segmentation, suggesting that 1115
our approach is useful for research and clinical applications.
For CNN trained and tested on the same dataset using small
(NTrS=5, 10) training cases and for CNN trained (NTrS=5, 10,
20, 30, 40, 50) and tested on different datasets (supplementary
Table S1 and S2), we obtained much improved performance. 1120
This is evidenced by the substantial percent improvement in the
mean and SD of segmentation accuracy as shown in Table 1, 2,
3 and 4, which represents a main focus of this work. Although
the final segmentation accuracy is lower than state-of-the-art al-
gorithm results (CNNs trained and tested on the same datasets 1125
using large training cases) and manual outcomes, we want to
emphasize that the proposed continuous kernel cut framework
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constitutes an important step towards solving these inherently
challenging problems and we are planning to further optimize
our algorithm in the future.1130
Recent studies contributed to a number of novel CNNs and
some of them have demonstrated excellent performance for nat-
ural and medical image segmentation tasks, including but not
limited to PSPnet, Dense U-net, and DeepLab. We also im-
plemented DeepLabV3+ but achieved much lower segmenta-1135
tion accuracy compared with U-net and Isensee2017 (data not
shown). For medical image segmentation, U-net and its variants
represent a popular choice and were preferred and widely used
by segmentation challenge winners (Bai et al., 2018; Bernard
et al., 2018). The proposed continuous kernel cut module pro-1140
vides a simple and clinically-practical framework to improve
CNN coarse initial outputs, which narrows the gap towards clin-
ical translation of CNNs. Our approach is generalizable to other
types of initializations, including manual, atlas, and any other
CNNs. We also anticipate that our algorithm framework is able1145
to alleviate the critical requirements of high quality expert man-
ual annotations, which, once addressed, may further increase
the applicability of CNN; this represents another future research
direction.
5.4. Reducing CNN Segmentation Variability1150
We reduced baseline U-net and Isensee2017 segmenta-
tion variability within and across the experiments using
+DLKC/nDLKC. This is evidenced by the lower SDs of DSC,
ASSD and HD (supplementary Table S1, S2, S3 and S4), nar-
rower range of the 25-75th/10-90th percentiles (Figs. 6, 7,1155
8, 9) that suggest less segmentation outliers. We also ob-
served substantial variations by training the same network on
the same dataset multiple times, which represent another lim-
itation of CNN that was highlighted in the Kaggle Diabetic
Retinopathy Challenge. In addition, baseline U-net provided1160
lower segmentation accuracy when more subjects were used
for training and this problem was alleviated with the help of
+DLKC/nDLKC (e.g., ASSD of LV in Fig. 7). Further-
more, the differences in the mean and SD of segmentation ac-
curacy using U-net/Isensee2017 trained with different numbers1165
of training cases were substantially minimized and the final re-
sults were more consistent with less variability. In healthcare,
there is a critical need for repeatable and reproducible radio-
logical results (Pesapane et al., 2018). Our approach provides
a way to mitigate the CNN reproducibility issue and may fa-1170
cilitate the use of clinically-relevant biomarkers in multi-center
research and clinical trials.
5.5. Improving CNN Segmentation on Shifted Data
Another observation is the improved capacity of U-net and
Isensee2017 segmentation on shifted data, i.e., CNN trained on1175
one dataset and tested on other datasets, as shown in supple-
mentary Table S3 and S4. In recognition of the limitations of
CNN (e.g., requirements of large and diverse training datasets,
high-quality manual annotations, and computational resources),
a common strategy is to adopt pre-trained CNN models for1180
specific clinical applications. However, it is well recognized
and we have shown that CNN does not generalize well in the
cases of data shift, which represents the vast majority of appli-
cations of CNNs in the research and clinical settings. This is-
sue may be alleviated using transfer learning and domain adap- 1185
tation but still remains an active research direction. Our ap-
proach provides an interpretable way to effectively mitigate this
critical issue by substantially improving the initial U-net and
Isensee2017 segmentation results by ∼10% for DSC, ∼20-30%
for ASSD, and ∼10-60% for HD for most of the experiments 1190
(supplementary Table S3 and S4). This highlights the practi-
cal value of using our approach to increase the applicability of
CNNs for research and clinical applications.
Another advantage is that our algorithm provides rapid seg-
mentation with minimal extra computational burden. This fea- 1195
ture provides the potential to rapidly refine segmentation errors
through simple and effective correction procedures (e.g., user
interactions) when the computational burden becomes a major
concern. An example (Wang et al., 2018) is image segmen-
tation using CNN with interactive tuning, which requires fast 1200
response to user inputs with limited hardware resources.
While deep learning has achieved remarkable success in
medical image analysis, this approach presents unique chal-
lenges. To address these issues and accelerate the applications
for the medical imaging community, researchers are making ef- 1205
forts from many directions, including designing CNN with new
architectures, incorporating prior domain knowledge, and in-
vestigating data pre/post-processing techniques. Here we fo-
cused on combining deep learning and straightforward and in-
terpretable machine learning techniques. We proposed a con- 1210
tinuous kernel cut segmentation approach and studied the chal-
lenging optimization problem using bound optimization and
convex relaxation. We developed a novel iterative continuous
max-flow algorithm that differs from previous work and applied
our approach for cardiac MRI segmentation. We implemented 1215
a U-net that is widely used for various medical image segmen-
tation tasks and Isensee2017 optimized for cardiac MRI seg-
mentation. We utilized the outputs provided by baseline U-net
and Isensee2017 to initialize the continuous kernel cut module.
We achieved much improved segmentation accuracy, general- 1220
izability, and reduced segmentation variability for CNN trained
with small training cases and tested on the same and different
datasets. We note that it is possible to embed the continuous
kernel cut module within a CNN and this represents a future
direction for our work. 1225
6. Conclusion
We developed an approach for cardiac MRI segmentation by
integrating CNN, kernel cut, and bound optimization in a con-
tinuous max-flow framework. We comprehensively evaluated
the performance of our approach and demonstrated improved 1230
segmentation accuracy and reduced segmentation variability,
improved segmentation generalizability and the capacity of us-
ing small datasets for CNN training, and high computational ef-
ficiency that may be suitable for a broad range of applications.
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